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SEBASTIAN WOLFRUM

Forgotten Giants  
of the Rwenzori

Alexandra (left) and Margherita (right) as seen from the summit of Mount Baker. 
(All photos by Sebastian Wolfrum)

Having read about the Rwenzori as a child in a popular German  
geographical journal, the range had been in the back of  my mind 

for as long as I dreamt about exploring the wilder places of  this planet.  
My chance of  going there arrived in the summer of  2016. This being some 
of  the wettest mountain-country on earth ascending the summits is gener-
ally an activity confined to the dry season, with the middle of  June to the 
middle of  August offering the best opportunities.

The border of  Uganda and the Democratic Republic of  Congo (DRC) 
runs through the massif  and Margherita, its highest summit, can be climbed 
from both sides. However, the majority of  the lower peaks are situated  
solely in Uganda. The Congolese section of  the range is part of  Virunga 
national park; since 1991 the Ugandan part forms the Rwenzori national 
park, declared a World Heritage Site in 1994. Access to the mountains is 
restricted to those enlisting the support of  one of  two Ugandan companies 
holding concessions to supply porters and guides. Rwenzori Mountaineering  

Services (RMS), operates on the long established central circuit, the historic  
access route through the Mubuku and Bujuku valleys. Another, newer 
venture, Rwenzori Trekking Services (RTS), based in the mining town of  
Kilembe, opens up the mountains from the south.

As I had little interest in trotting behind guides to quickly climb to the 
highest point, a more elaborate idea was developed: the ascent of  the respec-
tive highest summits of  five of  the six highest mountains of  the range, with 
a sixth high mountain lying unreachable (or so I thought) across the border 
in the DRC. For this a 16 to 18-day expedition was planned.

It was impossible even to get a reply to my request for such an under-
taking from RMS; RTS only agreed to a trip including remote Mount Gessi 
after lengthy correspondence. The vast majority of  visitors to the moun-
tains nowadays are trekkers who never stray far from the few established 
paths, with very little exploratory mountaineering being done. With it being 
mandatory to hire two guides, I could have found myself  entangled in the 
stranglehold of  tourism, but a first meeting with RTS in Kilembe eliminated 
any such fears. RTS is owned by an Australian long-term resident of  Uganda  
and has invested effectively in guide training. Although they are by no 
means mountain guides in the European sense of  the word, they are prob-
ably the best trained anywhere in central Africa and were certainly flexible.

Tree heather covered in balls of moss. On the receding glacial edge of the 
Stanley plateau.

Lake Kitandara from the north.
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On 17 July the expedition got under way and I left Kilembe with a posse  
of  two guides, a trainee guide I had agreed to take along, as well as 17  
porters. This large number was partly due to the fact that, despite huts along 
the way belonging to RTS, all domestic equipment such as pots and pans is 
carried up and down the mountains with each visitor, in order, or so I have 
been told, to avoid theft. Furthermore no cutting of  firewood is allowed in 
the park so charcoal has to be carried up as well. While a smaller number 
might have been preferable, one has to note that the successful protection 
of  environments like the Rwenzori can fully function only as long as the 
locals living in proximity to it have some economic incentive to engage in 
this process.

Winding our way through plantations of  cassava and coffee, the latter  
being the main cash crop of  this area, the park boundary at 1,727m  
was soon reached and after some last formalities we entered the dense  
montane rainforest characterising this lower part of  the range. Following 
the course of  the Mulyambuli river, walking speed soon slowed consider-
ably to observe the flora and fauna, including blue monkeys, chameleons 
and the remarkable birdlife. Tall Symphonia globulifera trees, with their waxy 
red flowers, dominate the forest. Sine at 2,602m was our place for the night: 
one of  several newly built huts with comfortable bunk beds.

I had been told there had been no rain for the two weeks preceding my 
visit, but this spell of  unusually dry weather came to an end and during the 
night it started to rain, continuing into the morning. On the second day we 
soon reached the bamboo zone, although the floral strata are substantially 
overlapping. Further on giant tree heathers, covered in Usnea lichen and 
balls of  moss as large as human heads form a fairy-tale forest of  ethereal 
beauty. The forest floor below 3,000m is blanketed in Scadoxus cyrtanthi-
florus, an herbaceous plant with attractive red tubular flowers, endemic to 
the Rwenzori.

Mutinda at 3,660m was our next station. The rain once again broke  
loose soon after nightfall, continuing heavily till noon the next day.  
Conditions underfoot were such that mountain boots had to be exchanged 
for wellies and still it was next to impossible not to get wet feet in the seem-
ingly bottomless mud for which these mountains are famous. On the third 
day the Afro-alpine zone was reached. Giant Lobelia, up to eight metres 
and giant groundsel (Senecio) up to 10m dominated the scene; Hypercium 
(St John’s Wort) occurs as bushy form up to 12m high in three species  
with yellow, orange and red flowers. Whole mountainsides are covered in 
Helichrysum, a silvery bush of  everlasting flowers, rapidly opening as soon 
as the sun does shine.

All high east African mountains have their respective species of  Afro- 
alpine plants but nowhere else is this type of  vegetation as dense and luxu-
riant as in the Rwenzori. Yet at first a zone of  regrowth had to be crossed.  
In 2013 a bushfire destroyed a large area of  this precious environment,  
burning for weeks until a spell of  rain lasting three days extinguished it.  
In the same year a flash flood coming off  the mountains swept away  

countless houses as well as the road surface in Kilembe, killing nine people 
and displacing nearly 10,000.

The third night was spent at Bugata camp (4059m), overlooking a small 
lake of  the same name. My original plan had been to use the next day to 
climb Mount Luigi from the south and to descend via its north-western 
flank, but continuing heavy rainfall in the morning of  the fourth day led 
to the decision to use this bad weather to penetrate further into the moun-
tains by way of  high passes. Butawu camp, close to the Kitandara lakes  
was reached via Bamwanjara pass (4450m). Beyond it the area of  fire  
damage was exchanged for the most enchanting thickets of  lobelias and 
groundsels; the all-enshrouding mists lifted for the first time in four days,  
the sun was shining and soon countless sunbirds fluttered from flower to 
flower and while it closed in again later, the evening at Butawu was spent 
admiring impressive views of  Mount Baker to the north-east, Mount Stanley 
to the north-west, Mount Speke to the north and the steep cliffs of  Mount 
Luigi to the south.

Any optimism regarding the weather was shattered next morning.  
Having started at 4.30am for the ascent of  Mount Baker, it began to cloud 
over at 5am and to rain at 5.30am. Gaining height, this soon turned to snow. 
Although the chosen route up this mountain was never difficult, with long 
stretches of  easy scrambling and only short pitches of  grade III, the practi-
cal difficulties increased at once due to the extreme slipperiness of  the rock 
when wet. This challenge would repeatedly arise throughout the expedition. 
As crustose lichen grow right up to the highest peaks, the danger of  slipping 
had to be heeded.

Clambering on, we reached Edward, the highest summit of  Mount Baker, 
at around 11.40am, which gave us a welcome excuse to prolong our stay 

Jubilant mood on the summit of Mount Speke.
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on the summit by lunching on it. Sitting in the thick clouds was of  limited 
comfort, especially for the trainee-guide accompanying us, dressed as he 
was only in a hooded cotton jumper and no jacket of  any description, but 
perseverance was rewarded with a short spell of  sunshine and ten minutes 
of  breath-taking views towards Mount Stanley, the only mountain in the 
range with any significant glaciers left.

The following day was spent continuing northward, past the upper 
and lower Kitandara lakes, a place of  serene beauty and tranquillity, over  
Scott Elliot pass and on to the newly built Margherita camp (4487m).  
The weather was again clear and the imposing peaks of  the southern  
Stanley group loomed impressively above the hut. No climbing has been 
done here for decades and the afternoon was spent musing about future 
objectives in this area.

The next day we climbed Margherita, at 5,109m the third-highest moun-
tain in Africa. In 1906, when the Duke of  Abruzzi first climbed this peak, 
its snows reached nearly down to the location of  the present day hut.  
Nowadays over an hour of  climbing over wet and loose rock is necessary  
to gain the gently sloping Stanley plateau, still the largest glacier in the 
range. This has to be crossed towards the south-east ridge of  Alexandra, 
the second-highest summit, which in turn is crossed on rock, leading to  
the steep Margherita glacier. Whilst both these glaciers were formerly  
connected and their surface was one of  firm snow, it is now one of  hard ice, 
due to changes in precipitation-patterns with less snowfall and more rain. 

This we followed upwards to a point close to the saddle between the two 
main peaks. We finally reached the summit of  Margherita, scrambling for 
30 minutes over verglas-covered rocks.

The whole climb was done in whiteout conditions and only on the way 
down was it possible to discern some of  our surroundings, notably the  
front of  glacial melting, a process so fast that the guides were able to point 
out where only a year ago there had still been ice. Having come down the 
mountain we continued to Bujuku. The hut there belongs to RMS and was 
in a semi-derelict condition, so the party camped under a rock shelter, which 
appeared insubstantial at first but kept everybody dry throughout the long 
rainy night and the following day.

It was on this eighth day of  the expedition that the real adventures began. 
Directly to the north-east, Mount Speke, my next target, hid itself  in the 
clouds. First we had to organise logistics for the days to come. The base of  
Mount Gessi, lying beyond Speke, could be reached in three ways. The most 
obvious would have been to descend to Bigo Bog and follow the Mugusu 
valley upstream. This was ruled out by RTS not being allowed to use the 
path from Bujuku to Bigo. The other options were to cross right over Speke 
or to find a way around its western and northern flanks, the latter necessitat-
ing a crossing of  the border into the DRC.

Although the number of  porters had been reduced at this point, even with 
our lower number it seemed inadvisable to try to climb the mountain in 
inclement weather and the slippery conditions, followed by a descent on the 
far side through difficult terrain. For this reason a group of  three of  the most 
experienced men, all of  them former poachers with an intricate knowledge 
of  the area, were sent ahead to reconnoitre a route around the mountain.

This group was supposed to meet us again on the evening of  the seventh 
day at Bujuku, but was nowhere to be seen. With the weather progressively 
deteriorating to continuous heavy downpours, visibility reduced to less than 
ten metres and with the porters still missing at 10am of  day eight, I called 
it as a rest day. In the later afternoon the rain finally abated and a search  
party was sent out. With these men coming back empty-handed the situation  
became more serious. After some consideration I called the guides and  
porters together. Having formed a strong bond with them by sharing their  
local food and spending most of  the time not used for climbing in their 
midst, it was not overly difficult to convince them that a small number,  
carrying only the most necessary items should traverse with me over  
Mount Speke the next day, whilst others could search for their missing  
colleagues. Soon after coming to this agreement and sorting through gear 
I retired only to be woken at 11pm by wild exultations: the missing porters 
had finally returned.

Thus we reverted to the original plan, for porters to go around the 
mountain and to meet me and the guides on the other side, I found myself  
approached in the morning by three porters requesting to come over the 
mountain anyway. Reluctantly I agreed, and so we climbed Mount Speke in 
cloudy but dry weather as a group of  seven people, some of  them carrying 

Typical forest of giant groundsel. Many kilometres had to be covered over  
such ground.
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heavy loads. The agility of  the local Bakonjo being generally very high and 
this mountain being one of  the easier ones, there were no significant prob-
lems, other than occasional delays. Once on the summit, a jubilant mood 
took hold and there were lots of  pictures taken of  them posing with helmets, 
ice axes and so forth. This joyful scene ranked as one of  the expedition’s 
most memorable experiences.

The descent on the other side was very intricate. Receding glaciers had  
left behind a wasteland of  smooth slabs and loose rock; further down 
moss-covered rocks ensured we did not walk but slid off  the mountain. 
Worse, however, was the fearsome tangle of  Senecio, growing in a valley 
strewn with huge boulders hidden underneath a layer of  moss concealing 
many a hole into which the unwary traveller would fall from time to time. 
Crossing several kilometres in this kind of  forest, by far the most impreg-
nable terrain I have ever encountered anywhere, was a thorough test of  
nerves and stamina. A camp was set up at a rock shelter called Skull Cave 
after a human skull had been found there, most likely originating from 
a porter who died from altitude sickness during an expedition in 1932.  
Although only at 4,000m the place seemed cursed. Our trainee-guide  
developed a strong headache and had to be sent down to lower altitudes.

The following day was blessed with the best weather of  the expedition. 
For the first time the morning’s blue sky lasted until the afternoon. In these 
sunny and dry conditions we set about climbing Mount Gessi, a mountain 

that had last seen humans on its summit in 2006. First another hour of  
struggle through vegetation led to the Raccoti pass from where an ascent 
was made via mossy slaps up the western flank of  Gessi. Higher up a scree 
gully with a chockstone, which we had to crawl under, led to the col of  
the main summit ridge. Following this easily we reached Bottego, the lower  
of  the two main summits, retracing our steps to the col and continuing  
south along the ridge, we bagged the higher Iolanda, rewarded with  
outstanding views of  the surrounding mountains, especially Emin across 
the valley to the west.

With a thunderstorm raging for the better part of  the night, depositing 
30cm of  fresh snow, the next day could only be written off. Day 12 brought 
a return to sunny conditions and an attempt to climb Mount Emin seemed 
possible. Retuning to the Raccoti pass two snares designed to trap rock  
hyrax were found, most likely placed there by poachers operating from  
villages in the DRC. Breaking these I was warned by the guides of  the  
powerful charms the Congolese trappers would now surely call upon me.

Emin, of  all the main mountains one of  the most technically imposing, 
has knife-edged ridges, serrated like shark’s teeth, radiating from its summit. 
A steep scree gully running parallel to the east ridge of  Umberto, the highest 
summit, was chosen as our point of  attack. This ridge was gained above  
a prominent vertical section and followed over extremely loose rock  

Giant lobelias on the shore of Lac du Speke. Mount Luigi as seen from below Weisman. An unnamed peak (c4570m) in the 
foreground and Sella behind. Other unnamed peaks to the right.
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ROBERT POWELL

Renland, Eastern Greenland

Run-out slab climbing on Arctic Monkeys, Renland. (Paul Seabrook)

During July and August of  2016, Paul Seabrook, David Barlow, Geoff  Hornby 
and Robert Powell travelled to an un-named glacier in Renland, eastern Greenland, 
with the aim of  climbing new peaks and routes in this remote and largely unclimbed 
area. The glacier is located opposite the Bear Islands at N71°8.52', W25°38.56'.

further up. Some 50m below the top the rock became ever more rotten and 
ascending to the crest of  the main ridge ended in a sheer precipice, most 
likely the abseil-pitch reported by Pasteur (see AJ 1964). Having unoffi-
cially crossed the border into the DRC, a wide margin of  safety had to be  
observed, so owing to the loose rock the climb was abandoned at this point.

The extended stay at Skull Cave due to the thunderstorm resulted in a 
shortage of  food; this prevented any further attempt on Emin via a different 
route. The journey back to Bujuku around Mount Speke turned out to be 
the most strenuous day altogether, the ground crossed being both overgrown 
with dense forests and very muddy. Other sections were, in want of  better 
alternatives, tackled by descending steep brooks. Great was the joy when 
some of  the porters who had remained at Bujuku came to meet us at Lac 
du Speke, bringing with them a liberal amount of  cassava and peanut sauce. 

Walking back to Butawu in the rain next morning, Mount Luigi still  
waited to be climbed. Weismann summit was easily reached and traversed 
to Bugata. A second unnamed peak was climbed but no attempt was made 
on Sella, the highest summit but with a height difference of  just seven  
metres, due to poor visibility. With only our descent to civilisation to come, 
our last two days flashed by, but already in these last hours I was longing  
to come back to the otherworldly realm of  the Rwenzori.


